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Steelwrist attending FACHTAGUNG ABBRUCH 2023

Steelwrist participates at FACHTAGUNG ABBRUCH, organized by Deutscher
Abbruchverband, in Berlin on March 3, 2023. With more than 1.100 attendees and
127 exhibitors FACHTAGUNG ABBRUCH is Europe’s biggest conference focusing on
the demolition and dismantling industry.

Steelwrist commits to continued growth in the DACH countries
Steelwrist has been present with an organization supporting the German speaking DACH
countries (Germany, Austria and Switzerland) for more than 10 years now. As of January 1,
2023, Steelwrist is operating in Germany in the newly founded Steelwrist Deutschland GmbH,
located in Hamburg. Joachim Schier, Country Manager DACH, leads the highly motivated and
dedicated team growing the Steelwrist business in the region.

Steelwrist SQ products that meet the demand from the demolition industry
During FACHTAGUNG ABBRUCH experts from the industry will report on current and new
development in technology, recycling, safety at work and interesting demolition site reports.
The growing demolition segment is driving the increased demand for fully automatic quick
coupler solutions as this enables excavator operators to change powered work tools within
seconds, all without leaving the cab. When you see the vast range of powered work tools that
are involved in demolition applications it is easy to understand how beneficial the Steelwrist
SQ fully automatic quick coupler is to drive efficiency.

Steelwrist SQ products follow the global Open-S standard for fully automatic couplers
Steelwrist range of SQ fully automatic quick couplers includes models for excavators up to 70
tonnes. The range includes SQ50, SQ60, SQ65, SQ70, SQ70/55, SQ80 and the recently
introduced SQ90. All Steelwrist SQ products follow the global Open-S industry standard for
fully automatic couplers for excavators. The ambition with the Open-S standard is to give
machine operators and contractors around the world the freedom to combine quick couplers,
tiltrotators and work tools from different manufacturers who follow the standard. With a
common standard it is easier for industry manufacturers to continue competing with
performance and functionality, and still offer customers compatibility.

“The DACH region is an important and growing part of our Steelwrist business. In the region
we can clearly see a high interest to improve excavator efficiency and therefore the
acceptance for fully automatic quick couplers is growing fast, specifically in the demolition
segment. With the Open-S compliant Steelwrist SQ quick coupler range we have the perfect
product for the demanding customers in the region”, says Stefan Stockhaus, Steelwrist CEO.
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About Steelwrist
Steelwrist is a global manufacturer of tiltrotators, quick couplers and work tools for excavators with headquarters in
Sweden. A determined focus on robust and modern products, combined with fast service has been appreciated by
an increasing number of customers world wide. For more information about Steelwrist, please visit steelwrist.com.


